
Stay Toasty With Temple This Winter
January & February 2021 Program Calendar

To learn more or to register for events, please visit templemontreal.ca



Erev Shabbat Evening Service
Fridays l 7:45 PM
January 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
February 5, 12, 19, 26 

Shabbat Morning Service
Saturday I 10:15 AM
January 2, 9, 16, 23,30
February 6, 13, 20, 27

Shabbat Services Live 

Shabbat Rosh Chodesh

Join us for a short weekday morning
service to celebrate the beginning of
the new Hebrew month. The service
includes special music for Hallel
(Psalms of Praise) and the chance to
say Kaddish. All are welcome.

ROSH CHODESH SH'VAT
Thursday, January 14 I 9:00 AM

ROSH CHODESH ADAR
Friday, February 12 I 9:00 AM

Saturdays I 9:00 AM
Everyone is welcome to attend Shabbat Torah Study,
Saturday at 9:00 AM. Judges, warriors, prophets, and
kings...Join in our exploration of the historical books
of the Bible. We will encounter some familiar stories
and lots of strange ones. Bring your unique
perspective to the table and start Saturday with
good company and great conversation.

Torah Study

Shabbat ShaZoom: Enjoy songs, stories, and conversation with Temple and Torah School
families. Saturdays at 11:45 AM for singing, stories, and community. Ages 4+. Upcoming dates:
January 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th
February 6th, 13th, 20th



Shabbat Specials Live 

January 29thJanuary 8th

Haroon Moghul is a Fellow at the Shalom
Hartman Institute of North America. He's
been published widely, including by the
New York Times, Washington Post, CNN,
TIME, and Foreign Policy, and contributed
original content to NPR's Fresh Air. In 2016,
he was honored with the Religion News
Writer's Award for Religion Reporting
Excellence. Haroon is the author of three
previous books, including How to be a
Muslim: An American Story , which the
Washington Post called "an extraordinary
gift...an authentic portrayal of a vastly
misunderstood community."

In participation
with Muslim
Awareness Week:
Haroon Moghul
"My First, Worst
Vote"

Shabbat Shira:
Sermon in Song
with Rona Nadler

Rona Nadler is the Music Director and

Cantorial Soloist at Temple Emanu-El-

Beth Sholom. Raised in a family of

musicians, Rona enjoys a multi-faceted

career in the Montreal music scene as a

harpsichordist, vocalist, and music

director. She has performed across the

United States and Canada as a member

of the quartet Infusion Baroque, while

also serving as Artistic Director of the

vocal ensemble One Equall Musick. 

January 22nd 

Guest Sermon with
Rabbi Stephanie Kramer,
"Call the Midwives"

Rabbi Stephanie Kramer is the Senior
Associate Rabbi at Congregation
Shomrei Torah, a Reform congregation in
Santa Rosa, California. During the 2017
Northern California Wildfires, Rabbi
Kramer led the entire Sonoma County
Jewish community with grace and
dedication, earning her the moniker the
“Fire Rabbi.”

Rabbi Kramer’s writing has appeared in
The Washington Post, eJewish
Philanthropy, and The Press Democrat. 



February 5th 

Shabbat Specials Live cont'd

February 19th

"From Awareness
to Inclusion" with
Sherry Diamond,
Esq., RDT

Sermon in Song
with Joseph
Kaiser

Cantorial Soloist Internationally
acclaimed Montreal-born tenor,
Joseph Kaiser is frequently
featured at the Metropolitan
Opera and enjoys success in
opera, oratorio, and concert
throughout North America and
Europe. He is widely recognized
by audiences for his beauty of
tone, innate sense of style and
elegance. 

Professor, drama therapist, and lawyer,

Sherry Diamond currently resides in Long

Beach, California. She has worked with

individuals and groups in a variety of settings,

including adults with disabilities, mental

health diagnoses, women and children

fleeing domestic violence, and people in

addiction recovery. As a bi-racial, bi-sexual,

bi-cultural person, she is a fierce advocate

for inter and intra cultural awareness and has

used her law degree to become a strong

advocate for social justice and change.

February 20th 

Maysoon Zayid is an actress, comedian, writer, and

disability advocate. She is the co-founder/co-executive

producer of the New York Arab American Comedy

Festival and The Muslim Funny Fest. She was a full-time

On-Air contributor to Countdown with Keith Olbermann

and has appeared on CNN’s New Day, 60 Minutes, and

ABC News. Maysoon had the most viewed TED Talk of

2014 and was named 1 of 100 Women of 2015 by BBC. She

appeared alongside Adam Sandler in You Don’t Mess with

the Zohan and is a recurring character on General

Hospital. 

"If I CanCan"
with 
Maysoon Zayid 

Register here 

JDAIM 
2021! 

JDAIM 
2021! 

https://www.templemontreal.ca/mayzoon-zayid/
https://www.templemontreal.ca/mayzoon-zayid/


Lunch Together Online

JANUARY 5TH: ERIC ENGELS

Eric Engels, born and raised in Montreal, is in his 14th season on the Montreal Canadiens beat. He is a senior columnist and NHL
insider with Rogers Sportsnet. Engels joined Sportsnet as a columnist in the spring of 2015, and he quickly became a commentator on
regional and national broadcasts of the Canadiens. He has since been regularly featured on multiple Sportsnet shows—from Tim
and Sid to Hockey Central. Prior to joining Sportsnet, Engels worked for Sirius/XM NHL Network, CTV Montreal, the Montreal Gazette,
TSN 690 (formerly the Team 990) and Hockeybuzz.com. Eric is also part of a multigenerational Temple family.

"A self-made hockey reporter"

Lunch Together Online
Every Tuesday on Zoom l 12:00 PM
Join us for Lunch Together: engaging topics, stellar speakers, and great company. Registration is free and open to everyone! To receive Zoom
access, please register in advance at: https://www.templemontreal.ca/activities/

JANUARY 12TH: DAVID BIRNBAUM, MNA 

David Birnbaum serves as the member of the National Assembly for the riding of D'Arcy-McGee and as Official Opposition Critic for
the Canadian Francophonie, for Canadian Intergovernmental Relations and for Mental Health. He was elected for the first time in
April 2014, and has held the positions of Parliamentary Assistant to the Premier and to both Ministers of Education and Higher
Education, and Official Opposition Critic for Aboriginal affairs. He was named Chair of the Montreal Liberal Caucus in November
2018.

“Mental Health in a Pandemic – and Beyond”

This program is made possible with funding from the New Horizons for Seniors Program, Government of Canada, and by Linda
Kivenko, in memory of her sister, Mona Kaufmann.

https://www.templemontreal.ca/activities/


JANUARY 26TH: THEODORE GOLOFF

For over four decades, Theodore Goloff has focused his practice on the defence of employers’ rights in all aspects of labour
and employment law. After joining Robinson Sheppard Shapiro LLP in 1996, he was both a senior partner and leader of the
Labour and Employment Practice Group for nearly two decades. He is representing the Lord Reading Law Society before the
Superior Court in the litigation ongoing regarding Bill 21.

“Bill 21, as it impacts the Jewish community and others.”

JANUARY 19TH: RONA NADLER & JOSEPH KAISER
"The Making of High Holy Days @ Temple Online"

Lunch Together Online

Rona Nadler, Music Director and Cantorial Soloist at Temple Emanu-El-Beth Sholom
Raised in a family of musicians, Rona Nadler enjoys a multi-faceted career in the Montreal music scene
as a harpsichordist, vocalist, and music director. Rona has performed across the United States and
Canada as a member of the quartet Infusion Baroque, while also serving as Artistic Director of the vocal
ensemble One Equall Musick. Rona has appeared in the Montreal Baroque Festival, Montreal Bach
Festival, and Ottawa Chamber Music Festival, and has collaborated with ensembles such as Ensemble
Caprice, I Musici de Montreal, and the McGill Chamber Orchestra. She has also been a vocal coach with
Opera McGill, Opera da Camera, and Compagnie Baroque Mont-Royal.

Joseph Kaiser,  Cantorial Soloist
Internationally acclaimed Montreal-born tenor Joseph Kaiser is frequently featured at the Metropolitan Opera and enjoys success in opera, oratorio, and
concert throughout North America and Europe. He is widely recognized by audiences for his beauty of tone, innate sense of style and elegance. 

This program is made possible with funding from the New Horizons for Seniors Program, Government of Canada, and by Linda
Kivenko, in memory of her sister, Mona Kaufmann.



FEBRUARY 8TH: LOUISE PENNY {PLEASE NOTE THIS WILL BE HELD EXCEPTIONALLY ON A MONDAY}

Louise Penny, a former CBC radio journalist, is the #1 New York Times, USA Today, and Globe and Mail bestselling author of the
Chief Inspector Armand Gamache novels. She has been awarded the CWA Dagger, Nero, Macavity and Barry Awards, as well as
two each of the Arthur Ellis and Dilys Awards. In addition, she has won the Agatha Award (seven times), and was a finalist for
the Edgar Award for Best Novel. In 2017, she received the Order of Canada for her contributions to Canadian culture. Louise
Penny lives in a small village south of Montréal.

"An open conversation with novelist Louise Penny"

FEBRUARY 16TH: LAURIE BETITO

Dr. Laurie is a clinical psychologist with a specialty in sex therapy and has been a practicing psychotherapist for over 30 years.
For the last three decades, she has been doing radio and television, dispensing sex and relationship advice.  She is a regular
contributor to various magazines, newspapers and television shows. She is the host of a nightly Canadian syndicated call-in
show called Passion, where she discusses issues related to sexuality with her listeners. Dr. Laurie is also President of the Sexual
Health Network of Quebec  and Past President of the Canadian Sex Research Forum.

"Relationships in the Time of COVID-19"

FEBRUARY 2ND: DR.  DONALD SHEPPARD, DIRECTOR:MCGILL INTERDISCIPLINARY INITIATIVE IN
INFECTION AND IMMUNITY

Dr. Sheppard is a Professor and Chairman of the Department Microbiology & Immunology at McGill University in Montreal. He
leads the Medical Mycology laboratory and practices clinical infectious diseases at the McGill University Health Centre where
he served as the Director of the Division of Infectious Diseases from 2012-2018.

"What COVID taught me:  A conversation with an infectious diseases doctor."

Lunch Together Online

This program is made possible with funding from the New Horizons for Seniors Program, Government of Canada, and by Linda Kivenko, in
memory of her sister, Mona Kaufmann.



Eddie Stone, Hebraica Cataloguer, Jewish Public Library
Eddie has worked at the JPL for over 20 years in various capacities, and his involvement in the Rare Books Initiative culminated in the completion of
the cataloguing and description of the collection in 2016.  His involvement has extended to research and bibliographic support, as well as to the
provenance and history of some of the more challenging volumes in the collection to Canadian culture. 

Nicole Beaudry, Librarian
Nicole worked at the Jewish Public Library (JPL) for 6 years as a reference librarian,
archivist, and children’s librarian.  Her extensive research on the provenance and
printing histories of the JPL’s rare book collection has shaped the workshop initiative.
She has a specific interest in the roles of women in the history of the Jewish printing
industry.

FEBRUARY 23RD: NICOLE BEAUDRY, EDDIE PAUL,  EDDIE STONE
"The Aron Museum presents Risen Leaves: Rare Judaica books and the stories they still tell"

Eddie Paul, , Hebraica Cataloguer, Jewish Public Library
Eddie developed the Rare Books Initiative in 2014 to mark the JPL’s centennial year. In the spring of that year, he co-curated the exhibit of the rare
books “A Roomful of Dwellings”, and 2 years later, co-curated the exhibit, “Decanting Memory” in a collaboration with the Jacob Lowy Collection of
Library & Archive Canada.  He developed the workshop programme as a way to keep the narratives and stories of these books alive and vital.

Lunch Together Online

This program is made possible with funding from the New Horizons for Seniors Program, Government of Canada, and by Linda Kivenko, in memory
of her sister, Mona Kaufmann.



Our Mussar group continues this year, with new members welcome. Mussar is a school of Jewish thought and practice, aimed at
developing our own personal spiritual curriculum. It involves learning, reflection, and action, as we try to develop the character traits
that will make us our best selves. This year, our studies will focus on David Jaffe’s book, Changing the World from the Inside Out: A
Jewish Approach to Personal and Social Change. Please get the book and be prepared to delve into it together. This class counts on
regular attendance so the group can grow together.
February 15, March 15, April 12, May 10, June 7

MUSSAR MONDAYS 
MONDAYS I  12:00 PM, MONTHLY

The Talmud is a central Jewish text, famously full of legal debates, but also full of stories. These weekly classes will explore
different tales from the Talmud, and what they reveal about human nature, relationships, ethics, and God. Beginning with a brief
orientation to the Talmud and its place in Jewish tradition, we will study stories compiled in two books: The Land of Truth by Jeffrey
Rubenstein, and A Bride for One Night by Ruth Calderon. Each session will stand on its own, so come every week or just drop in.
Register here.

One of the great innovations of Reform Judaism was the openness to the idea that the Torah might not be the literal word of God,
and that we should use all the insights of modern times to shed light on our ancient, sacred text. Every Shabbat morning, we dive
into a chapter of the Tanakh (Hebrew Bible) for in-depth study. Archaeology and theology, sociology and science, humour and
debate, faith and doubt – we use all these approaches and more, to gain a deeper understanding of our people’s encounter with
the divine. Having many diverse perspectives at the table enriches the conversation. We are currently studying the Book of Isaiah.
New participants welcome.

TALES FROM THE TALMUD
WEDNESDAYS I  12:00 PM STARTING AGAIN JANUARY

TORAH STUDY
SATURDAYS I  9:00 AM

These programs are part of The Open Doors Institute for Judaism and made possible by funds raised at the 2017 gala.

Grow with Rabbi Grushcow

FOR INFO ON ANY OF THESE CLASSES, CONTACT RABBI GRUSHCOW AT
RABBIGRUSHCOW@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA

https://www.templemontreal.ca/tales-from-talmud/


Adult Modern Hebrew places an emphasis on oral expression and can be customised to fit any
group level. If you are not already in the class, and you have some basic Hebrew vocabulary,
you can email the instructor to see if your level fits with the group’s. We will keep expanding
our vocabulary and will practice using sentences in past, present and future tenses, which will
enable you to have basic conversations in Hebrew. We will listen to excerpts from Israeli skits
and songs, play games, and use current events in Israel and the world to develop our
conversational and small-talk skills. Minimum of 5 people in order for the class to run. Cost:
$175 members, $200 non-members. To register, click here:
https://www.templemontreal.ca/product/hebrew/

MODERN HEBREW FOR ADULTS  -  14 WEEKS
DATES: STARTING TUESDAY, JANUARY 12

INTRO TO JUDAISM 101  -  12  WEEKS
DATES: STARTS TUESDAY, JANUARY 12 

Appropriate for anyone who wants to learn about basic Judaism. This course is the first step on
the path to conversion at Temple.
$350 members/students, $440 non-members

FOR INFO ON ANY OF THESE CLASSES, CONTACT RABBI GREENSPAN AT
RABBIGREENSPAN@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA

https://www.templemontreal.ca/product/hebrew/


10 weeks of learning to “decode” the Hebrew language along with some basic prayer-related
vocabulary. These 10 weeks are open to anyone. The additional 4 weeks are taught by the
rabbis and are required for anyone planning to convert at Temple. 
$120 members/students, $150 non-members

INTRO TO JUDAISM 201 -  14 WEEKS
DATES: STARTS TUESDAY, JANUARY 12 

FOR INFO ON ANY OF THESE CLASSES, CONTACT RABBI GREENSPAN AT
RABBIGREENSPAN@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA

HEBREW 301  -  14 WEEKS
DATES: STARTS WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13 AT 7:00PM

This class is suited for those who have completed the 201 class or have a basic overview of the
Hebrew alphabet. No further knowledge other than the sounds of the letters and vowels and how
they combine to form syllables and words is needed to begin this class. We will continue developing
the ability to read, write and speak short words and sentences using common Hebrew prayers,
blessings and rituals and also engage with Jewish cultural topics such as the history of the Hebrew
language, holidays and traditions. 
$150/non-members; $125/members (cost includes the textbook which will have to be picked up at
Temple)



In the spirit of Temple's popular Lunch Together program, this three-part series explores Jewish contributions
to European classical music from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries.  Scholar-performers Elam
Rotem, Alicia DePaolo, and Rebecca Cypess will introduce us to exceptional Jewish musicians from Venice,
Vienna and Berlin. Moderated by Music Director Rona Nadler who holds a Master's in Early Music Performance
from McGill University. Register here. 

Temple Tunes & Music with Rona Nadler 

Music Director Rona Nadler leads three sessions exploring different musical
settings of three important prayers in our liturgy - L'cha Dodi, Kaddish, and Psalm
150. We will delve into the history and meaning of the liturgical texts, and then
explore how different cantors and composers have expressed that text through
music. Registration coming soon! (Members: free, Non-members:$30)

THE MUSIC OF PRAYER
FEBRUARY 11 ,  18 ,  25,  12-1  PM

Temple's Kol haNeshama Choir has been meeting throughout the pandemic and produced virtual choir videos for both our
High Holy Day and Chanukah services. If you would like to add your voice to this ensemble and participate in future virtual
choir projects, please contact rona@templemontreal.ca

JEWISH VOICES IN EARLY MUSIC
DATES: MARCH 4,  1 1 ,  & 18,  12-1  PM

FEBRUARY 25 -
CHARLIESTER AND THE CHOCOLATE
FACTORY - A ZOOM PURIM SHPIEL. SCRIPT
BY ALEX MASCIOTRA-MILSTEIN; DIRECTED
BY RONA NADLER. FOR AUDITION AND
REHEARSAL INFORMATION, PLEASE
CONTACT RONA@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA.

FOR INFO ON ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS, CONTACT RONA AT
RONA@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA 

https://www.templemontreal.ca/jewish-voices-2/


World Politics: Unflinching conversations?

Dates & Time: 7:00 PM - January 14, February 11, March 11, April 8, May 13, June 10

Duration: 6 months, with continuation to be discussed later

The group will examine world politics vis-a-vis Current Events. Hosted by: Brian Grant and David Moll

Groupe francophone sur les identités juives/Francophones and multicultural Jewish identity

Dates & Time: 11:00 AM Fridays, bi-weekly (resuming January 8th)

Groupe de discussion en français autour de la pluralité des identités et experiences juives.

Rencontres, témoignages et partages autour de textes et thèmes suggérés par le groupe. 

*Conversation in French but all languages welcome! Hosted by: Samuel Veissiere

Temple Connect: Small Groups at Temple

FUNDING FOR THIS INITIATIVE WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE NOVA GRANT PROGRAM, JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

INTERESTED IN CONNECTING WITH LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE WHO HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS? THESE ARE THE CURRENT
GROUPS. CONTACT SARI@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA TO JOIN!

Don’t see what you are looking for? Would you or someone you know make a great group leader? Contact
Sari at sari@templemontreal.ca.



Mind/Body/Spirituality

Dates & Time: First Thursday of the month

This group is intended as a time and space to explore mind and body wellbeing, and how they intersect with

spirituality.  Topics for discussion will emerge from the group, as we create an open sharing of ideas,

knowledge, experience, learning, questions and support. We can learn and grow together in the context of

Temple. Hosted by: Barbara Lis

Temple Coming Abstractions

Dates & Time: 10:00 AM, starting January 18th (4 sessions)

Abstract painting sessions that are based on our Jewish practice: January 2021 has fresh starts in store! There

will be a new moon, songs towards freedom and planting trees.  For anyone who would like an opportunity for

painting practice inspired by our traditions welcome to Upcoming Abstractions ! These painting sessions are for

all ages and levels however reading an overview on elements and principles of design is recommended. 

Sessions will run for one hour with painting activity for 45 minutes, then a discussion and feedback. Hosted by:

Sophia Wolkowicz

Temple Connect: Small Groups at Temple

FUNDING FOR THIS INITIATIVE WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE NOVA GRANT PROGRAM, JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

Don’t see what you are looking for? Would you or someone you know make a great group leader? Contact
Sari at sari@templemontreal.ca.

INTERESTED IN CONNECTING WITH LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE WHO HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS? THESE ARE THE CURRENT
GROUPS. CONTACT SARI@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA TO JOIN!



Rosh Chodesh Group

Dates & Time: First meeting Rosh Chodesh Adar Friday, February 12

Meets once a month on the new moon

Purpose: To celebrate the new moon and month and come together for shared ritual, learning, sharing. 

We will cover the themes and holidays of each month, and in the Mussar fashion, discuss how these themes

affect our lives. Possible texts include Miriam’s Well, Celebrating the New Moon, among others. We will also

attend the Rosh Chodesh Temple service when possible This will be a collaborative group where members take

on leadership of different months. Hosted by: Yehudit Silverman

Temple Connect: Small Groups at Temple

FUNDING FOR THIS INITIATIVE WAS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE NOVA GRANT PROGRAM, JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

Don’t see what you are looking for? Would you or someone you know make a great group leader? Contact
Sari at sari@templemontreal.ca.

INTERESTED IN CONNECTING WITH LIKE-MINDED PEOPLE WHO HAVE SIMILAR INTERESTS? THESE ARE THE CURRENT
GROUPS. CONTACT SARI@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA TO JOIN!



Saturday, January 16th, 5:30 PM  PJ Havdalah on Zoom; open to all - for

families with children of all ages. Come in your PJ’s for some fun on Zoom;

we will conclude with Havdalah, the ceremony with which we say goodbye

to Shabbat. Bring your children, grandchildren, or any other children in your

life! 

Temple for Families

Sunday, February 21st – 1:00 PM –  Discover the joy of making delicious Hamantaschen with Kat Romanow

of the Wandering Chew. A workshop for all ages, we'll spend the afternoon putting a twist on this iconic

Purim pastry. We'll be making out-of-the-box Hamantaschen with creative flavour combinations to bring

something new to your Purim celebrations! 

Registration required; after you register, you will receive the Zoom link along with a list of ingredients

and tools so you can bake along with Kat. $20 for members, $25 for friends of Temple; minimum of 10 people

needed for the program to run.

FOR INFO ON ANY OF THESE CLASSES, CONTACT RABBI GREENSPAN
AT RABBIGREENSPAN@TEMPLEMONTREAL.CA

SAVE THE DATE FOR A
SPECIAL PASSOVER
COOKING PROGRAM

WITH KAT ON MARCH

14TH!



Temple Book Group meets on Zoom on the 4th Wednesday of each month at 4 PM.

The next meeting: Wednesday, January 27th. 

We will discuss Becoming Eve: My Journey from Ultra-Orthodox Rabbi to Transgender Woman by

Abby Chava Stein.

Email Rabbi Greenspan for more information about the Book Group and to join the Book Group

mailing list.

Temple Book Group 


